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The Blast Heard
'Round The World

Eodier this year. New York's Worid Trade Center withstood the
most destruchve terrorist ottnck ever unleashed in the United
States. But the question remains: Could a powerful bomb
cotastrophicolly damage—or topple—o landmark skyscraper?

Secrets Of The F-117A
7^3

An exclusive "flight" in aclassified simulator reveals that the
stealth plane has more tricks up its sleeve than the ability to
elude radar. Our test ride puts yau in the pilot's seat.

The Technology Of Tools
^8

Afield that is "alder than dirf' has arrived atthe cutting edge
of science. In this brave new world, tools "think" with micro
processors, measure with lasers, ond cut with diomands.

Preview Guide
Domestic Cars To Come:
1994-1998

87

"Mate practical, less sporty" is the rehain as the U.S. auto in
dustry enters a utilitarian era. Strategies atthe Big Three au
tomakers show 0renewed interest in compact, more afford
able transportation and a proliferahon of minivons and trucks.

Radio Waves
<?2

Only 0clock radio? Take acloser look: This tobletop inven-
h'on is more than the sum of its parts. Bose Corp.'s newest
incarnah'an of waveguide technology may offer the most
beauhful sound that's ever roused you from sleep.

Menu Of Options
9>4.

Anew generation of small cars no longer falls short in
features, construction, and handling. But far the nameplates
that were formerly synonymous with the word economical,
the price tag is getting heftier as well. This car test compares
the Dodge Colt, Geo Prizm, Saturn SLl, Suborn Imprezo,
and Toyota Corolla.
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